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Keeping you up to date with Bishop’s Castle Patients Group
BCPG Task Groups

Future Fit and Rural Urgent Care Centres
Those of you who attended our open meeting in
February (and there were over 100 of us there!) will
be aware that the Clinical Commissioning Group
(CCG) review of hospital services in Shropshire and
Telford & Wrekin goes under the name of ‘Future Fit’.
The review has looked at all aspects of hospital
provision in the region, but has focused intially on
emergency care. Dr Bill Gowans talked on behalf of
the CCG and BCPG put forward a proposal for
Bishop’s Castle Community Hospital to be
developed to include a local Urgent Care Centre /
Planned Care Centre / Community Hub (see our
website for the full proposal). Following our proposal,
the CCG has revised its plans for local urgent care
provision and is now looking at locating Rural Urgent
Care Centres at each of the Community Hospitals in
the county, with two further Urban Urgent Care
Centres located at Shrewsbury and Telford. This
change of approach is welcomed by BCPG and we
are working with the CCG and other interested
bodies to help progress plans. We hope to be able
to report on this in depth at our meeting in July (see
opposite). In short, the news is positive and we
believe that we now stand a good chance of being
able to benefit from our own Rural Urgent Care
Centre along with a centre for planned pre- and
post-operative care as well as a community hub
where there will be a range of health and social
services available.

Compassionate Communities
For the past year BCPG has been coordinating a
Compassionate Communites project in Bishop’s
Castle. Compassionate Communities is a scheme
available to anyone living with chronic, long-term or
end-of-life conditions in order to help them remain in
their homes. Volunteers call on a regular basis to
provide companionship, support and respite to
patients and carers. Access to Compassionate
Communities support is organised through a
GP referral. Currently BCPG volunteers are
working with up to five people who are able to
benefit from this support.
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The NHS Changes Task Group has been focusing
on Future Fit and Rural Urgent Care Centres. A
number of meetings has recently taken place with
various interested parties and, as reported
elsewhere, good progress is being made. This task
group is also looking into ambulance services and
out of hours support for patients.
The Community Services Task Group is responsible
for running the Compassionate Communities
initiative. There is also good progress to report in the
recently-instigated Young Health Champions project:
to date several young people have signed up for
support in promoting health issues amongst their
peers and we hope that more involvement will
shortly be forthcoming. The Group’s attempts to
help provide support with pets when owners are
unexpectedly taken into hospital has not made as
much progress as hoped and is currently boggeddown with legislative obstacles.
The Communications Task Group has been focusing
on the survey (see overleaf), Future Fit, newsletters,
website and annual meeting preparations.
Nick Hutchins, chair, BCPG

BCPG Annual meeting: July 9th 2015

The second annual meeting of Bishop’s Castle
Patients Group is scheduled for Thursday 9th July at
7:00pm in the Public Hall, Station St, Bishop’s Castle.
The meeting will focus on Future Fit and progress on
our proposals for the Community Hospital,
developments; plans at the Medical Practice and, of
course, a report on BCPG’s activity for the past year.
Keynote speakers will include Dr Caron Morton
(CCG), Jan Ditheridge (Community Health Trust) and
our GPs: more information will follow.
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Bishop’s Castle Medical Practice
GP news

Despite the national and local difficulty of recruiting
GPs, we are delighted that BC Medical Practice has
been able to appoint not just one extra GP in the last
year, but three! Dr Paul Gardner joined the Practice
as a partner in October 2014, Dr Teresa Griffin joined
in April 2015 and another GP, Dr Peter Bottomley,
is due to join in July. All of these doctors are
permanent additions to the medical staff.
Dr Jane Povey is currently on sabbatical leave.

Appointments
If you need a same-day appointment, you will be
offered an appointment with one of the nurse
practitioners. Both Sr Isobel Sawyer and Sr Claudia
Brown are prescribing nurses and are able to deal
with a wide range of medical problems.

Missed appointments
If you are unable to attend an appointment, please
let the surgery know. During March, patients didn’t
turn up for the equivalent of a half-day’s appointments per week, making it more difficult for other
patients to get the appointments they need.

Walk-in clinic
A walk-in clinic is now available on Fridays between
9:00am and 10:00am: no appointment is necessary
and, as long as you arrive before 10:00am, you will
be seen by one of the nurse practitioners.

Practice website
If you have access to the Internet, visit
www.bishopscastlemedicalpractice.co.uk where
you’ll find lots of useful information including surgery
opening hours, links to Patient Access (where you
can book appointments and order repeat
prescriptions), details of Practice staff, contact
information – and much more.

Pharmacy opening hours

The pharmacy in Bishop’s Castle will be working to
new opening hours from 1 June 2015:
Mon & Thursday 8:30am to 6:00pm
Tues / Weds / Friday: 8:30am to 5:30pm

Election hustings April 2015
Saturday: 9:00am to 1:00pm.

BCPG presented a question to all parliamentary
candidates at the election hustings in April seeking
clarity on candidates’ positions regarding the
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possible develoment of BC Community Hospital into
a local Urgent Care Centre / Planned Care Centre /
Community Hub. We were delighted that all
candidates supported our proposals and look
forward to positive developments soon.

BCPG Patient Survey 2015 update

Over 130 patients completed the BCPG survey back
in February and the full results (as well as last year’s
results) and action plan are still available on our
website at www.bcpg.org.uk
As a result of feedback from the survey, the following
points should be of interest:
• There was a small decline in the percentage of
patients being seen on the same day with an
emergency or within 48 hours of seeking an
appointment;
• As far as hospital services were concerned,
satisfaction levels were very similar to last year,
with a slight reduction in satisfaction levels with
location of consultation and a slight improvement
in satisfaction levels with courtesy received at the
hospital and time to reach final diagnosis;
• There was a fairly high level of awareness of
Future Fit porposals for hospital reorganisation;
• Many more patients were aware of BCPG and of
its role;
• Uptake of online booking and repeat prescription
ordering is similar to previous years.
BCPG has undertaken to continue to monitor
appointment availability and to work with the
Practice to ensure that everyone has access to the
appointments they need. The appointment of extra
GPs and Nurse Practitioners is already improving
availability (see elsewhere in this newsletter for
further information).
The Friday walk-in clinic (9:00am to 10:00am) has
been well received and was introduced as a result of
our survey last year that identified the demand for
such a service.
BCPG has already had a meeting with the chair of
Shrewsbury and Telford Health Trust which is
responsible for the two main hospitals reported in
our survey and we intend to continue to monitor the
situation and keep in touch with the Trust.
BCPG would also like to encourage the use of the
internet by those who have access, to make
bookings and order repeat prescriptions: there’s a
BCPG leaftlet available in the waiting room with
simple instructions about how to register and use
this service.
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• In writing – to the Bishop’s Castle Patients Group, c/o Bishop’s Castle Medical Practice
• By telephone – 07967 306615 (office hours, M–F) • by email – BCPatientsGroup@gmail.com

